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Abstract. Flexible link manipulators have recently high attention in research due to the numerous advantages over traditional
manipulators. However, flexible link manipulators still have critical problem of less position accuracy due to the tip vibration.
Thus, this research contributes by developing a robust P-H∞ integrated controller for a flexible link manipulator (FLM). The P-H∞
integrated controller is a combination of Proportional (P) controller and H∞ controller which helps of possession several
advantages such as optimal position tracking, effective vibration repression, and robust to reject disturbances. The proposed P-H∞
integrated controller has been simulated to control the FLM system using MATLAB/Simulink toolbox. The results have
demonstrated satisfactory performance of the proposed P-H∞ integrated controller in terms of position tracking, vibration
repression, and disturbance rejection.
Keywords: Flexible link manipulator, P-H∞ integrated controller, Position tracking, Vibration suppression, Disturbance rejection.

1. Introduction
Flexible link manipulators (FLMs) were basically manufactured to possess various features such as lightweight, carry a high
payload, reach to a wider workspace [1,2]. Some operation can be performed with less energy and faster responses such as
moving and manipulate objects by utilizing FLMs in robots instead of rigid link manipulators (RLMs) [3]. Traditionally, robotic
manipulators are manufactured to be stiff, rigid and heavy which have good position accuracy as there are no tip vibration or
deflection [4,5]. However, such robots are slow response and have the disadvantage of high energy consumption due to the
demand of using big size actuators [6]. In contrast, FLMs can be manipulated using small size actuators which are advantageous
over RLMs and leads to various features such as less energy consumption, cheap cost and faster speed response [7-9]. Due to the
numerous advantages, there is a high attention on FLMs and have a wider range of applications such as medical robots, space
robots [10-12], also encouraged to be used in military activities and sectors of agriculture and homecare [9]. Furthermore, FLMs are
safer to execute tasks and operations near to workers than RLMs [13].
Several control methods have been proposed and designed to control FLMs and suppress its vibration [14]. A comparative
study of PID controller and state feedback controller was implemented for flexible joint manipulator (FJM) in ref. [15], the results
show that the state feedback controller has faster response of position tracking (PT), but it has larger overshoot and tip vibration
which indicate that the proposed controllers need improvement for better effectiveness of vibration suppression (VS). A neural
network (NN) and PID integrated controller was developed in [16], the hybrid NN/PID controller demonstrated improved
performance than PID in terms of PT and VS. The more the hidden layers of the NN the better performance, but the long time of
the network training is the main drawback. Another integration is a PD controller with a PID controller was studied for the
purpose of PT and tip VS in [17], the performance of the integrated PD/PID controller was satisfactory in terms of PT but the tip
vibration takes a long time to be eliminated.
Fuzzy logic controller (FLC) was proposed in [14] to control a FJM in terms of PT and reduction of the residual vibration, the
performance of the proposed FLC was not satisfactory and there was a difficulty of obtaining the optimal tuned membership
functions and rules. An improved FLCs were proposed in ref. [18] and [19] by the optimization of modified invasive weed
optimization (MIWO) to enhance the PT and the effectiveness of the tip VS for a FLM system, but there was no significant
improvement. Smart materials of Piezoelectric (PZT) actuators were used for active VS of a FLM system in [20] in conjunction with
fuzzy sliding mode and linear quadratic regulator (LQR) controllers. Another research in [21] studied the optimal placement of PZT
actuators along a FLM for VS with employing a fuzzy self-tuning PID controller. The active vibration can be effectively reduced by
increasing the number of the PZT actuators, but it leads to increasing the link’s weight and influence its flexibility [22]. Another
issue of utilizing the PZT is the difficulty of obtaining the optimal position along the link [20].
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Fig. 1. FLM system: a) schematic diagram. b) Assembly of the system designed by the Inventor software.

A comparison study of LQG controller and H∞ controller for control a FLM was reported in [23], the comparison showed that
the LQG performance is better than the H∞ performance for the PT of the FLM system. A hybrid controller of H2/H∞ was proposed
in [1] based on linear matrix inequality (LMI) optimization for the aim of the motion control and the tip VS of a FLM. Also in [24],
H∞ controller was developed using loop shaping method to control FJM, the controller had satisfactory performance for the PT, the
weighing function is difficult and tedious to be optimally selected because it is based on trial and error. LQR controller and PID
controller were compared for the PT and tip VS of a FLM, the LQR demonstrated better performance than the PID in both PT and
tip VS. However, the tip vibration needs to be more reduced and eliminated in shorter time [7]. A combination of PID/LQR
controller was developed in [25], the hybrid PID/LQR controller showed better effectiveness for the VS than the PID controller
alone. Another comparison of LQR controller with the pole placement controller was studied in [26]. Sliding mode controller was
developed for the PT and tip VS of a FLM, a PT error is noticed in the controller response, another disadvantage is the chattering
phenomenon which negatively influences the performance and it is essential to be removed [27]. Several modelling methods of
FLMs are critically reviewed in [28], and in ref. [29] many control techniques for FLMs are critically and deeply discussed.
There are many control techniques has been proposed and developed to control FLMs. However, there is still a wide scope for
contribution in terms of control FLMs. This is because the tip vibration of FLMs has not been totally eliminated by the existing
controllers [14]. Due to the tip vibration of FLMs that caused by the flexibility, a controller must carry out two different tasks: PT
and VS which imposes the control difficulty of FLMs to double compared to control RLMs [30]. Thus, the control techniques that
have used to control RLMs cannot be used to control FLMs and there is a need to particular robust controllers to get rid of the
issue of vibration and have optimal PT performance [3].
The objective of this research is to propose and design a robust P-H∞ integrated controller for optimal PT and effective VS of
the FLM system to overcome the problem of less position accuracy and vibration of FLMs. The remaining of the paper is organized
as follows: (i) Dynamic model, (ii) controller design, (iii) MATLAB simulation results, (iv) conclusion and future work.

2. Dynamic Model
The FLM system includes of a DC motor and the flexible link. Fig. 1 shows the FLM system. The hub angular position is
expressed by θ and α presents the tip vibration of the FLM which.
The mathematical model of the FLM is expressed in eq. (1) and eq. (2). The state space form of the dynamic model has been
used for control in several researches [31-34].
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The system identifications and numerical values are expressed in Table (1).

3. Controller Design
The proposed controller in this research is a robust controller to control FLM system based on P controller and H∞ controller. P
controller is integrated with H∞ controller to work as a new control technique. The proposed controller in this research has the
feature of the capability of P controller to enhance the system response and it is easy of tuning, also the H∞ controller has the
effective capability to suppress the tip vibration and to reject disturbances.
3.1 H∞ Controller Design
A generalized plant G(s) and a robust controller K(s) are the two components of the H∞ control system as shown in Fig. 2. The
generalized plant G(s) is explained by eq. (3) and eq. (4).
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Table 1. System numerical values
Symbol

Description

Value

Beq

Damping coefficient of high gear viscous

0.004 (N.m.s/rad)

Jeq

Equivalent high gear moment of inertia without
external load

0.00208 kg.m2

ηm

Efficiency of motor

0.69

ηg

Efficiency of gearbox

0.90

km

Back-emf constant

0.00768 (V.s/rad)

kg

High gear ratio

14:5

kt

Motor torque constant

0.00768 Nm/A

Rm

Motor armature resistance

2.6 Ω

Jlink

Moment of inertia of the link

0.0549 kg/m

ks

Stiffness constant

0.0172 N.m/rad

i

x = Ax + B1ω + B2u
z = C1 x + D11ω + D12u

(3)
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where x is the state variable, z is the evaluation signal, y is the measured signal, ω is the exogenous input signal, u is the
control input signal, A is the state matrix, B is the input matrix, and C is the output matrix.
The standard H∞ controller is formulated in [35] as in eq. (5) to eq. (7). LFT is a linear fractional transformation.
K(s) = LFT {KC , Q }

(5)
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Fig. 2. H∞ controller diagram
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Fig. 3. Calculating H∞ norm flow chart

Fig. 4. P-H∞ integrated controller scheme

Q(s) is a free parameter and can be neglected if it does not influence the system performance.
The first step of design a standard H∞ controller is to find the H∞ norm γ which can be computed from the Hamiltonian matrix
presented in eq. (8). Fig. 3 shows the flow chart which is used to find the suitable value of γ based on trial and error.


 A
H = 
−CCT


BBT 
γ 2 
−AT 

(8)

The optimal value of γ which is found by the interactions in Fig.3 is to be used to solve the Algebraic Riccati Equations (AREs)
shown in eq. (9) and eq. (10) to have the stable solution for X∞ ≥ 0 and Y∞ ≥ 0 respectively [34].

AT X∞ + X∞ A + X∞ ( γ −2 B1B2T − B2 B2T )X∞ + C1T C1 = 0

(9)

AY∞ + Y∞ AT + Y∞ ( γ −2C1TC1 − C2TC2 )Y∞ + B1 B1 T = 0

(10)

The following matrix in in eq. (11) is the designed H∞ controller which is obtained based on the pervious explanation.
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3.2 P Controller Design
P controller is tuned to be integrated with H∞ controller as shown in Fig. 4, where N is a gain to enhance the system steady
state error, ess , P controller is manually tuned as it is easy to be manually tuned and this is an advantage in terms of design
simplicity. The proportional gain, Kp, is manually selected to be 50 after many trails in order to be used as the optimal gain and N
is determined based on error and trial to be 52 as presented in Table (2).
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Table 2. Analysis of transient response for closed loop response

Tr (s)

Ts ( s)

OS(%)

1.1192

2.0359

0.00

ess ( rad)
1 × 10

−4

Table 3. Analysis of tip vibration for closed loop response
Largest peak to peak (rad)

Stable Time (s)

0.06129

0.6

4. Results and Discussion
The results of the FLM system are deeply discussed in this section for the closed loop response without controller and once
the system is controlled by the proposed P-H∞ integrated controller.
4.1 Closed Loop Performance without Controller
The closed loop response of the FLM system without a controller is presented by the dash-dot blue line shown in Fig. 5 for the
PT response and the solid red line presents the tip vibration. The PT response of the FLM is not fast and needs long time to reach
the destination point, the rise time of the transient response is 1.1192 seconds and the system takes 2.0359 seconds to reach the
settling time as summarized in Table 2 which need to be minimized by improving the system transient response. Because the
system transient is slow, the system does not have overshoot. The system response has very small steady state error and can be
neglected. Based on this analysis of the system closed loop response without a controller, the concern now is to improve the
system transient response to reach the destination point in shorter time. The FLM closed loop response without a controller helps
to notice the improvement of the system by the proposed controller and can clearly evaluate the effectiveness of the controller.
It is clearly shown that the tip vibration of the FLM is not large as the largest peak to peak amplitude is 0.06129 radian as
demonstrated in Fig. 5 by the red line. The tip vibration is also eliminated in 0.6 seconds which is not a long time. The reason of
not generating large amplitude of the tip vibration is because the system closed loop response is very slow and normally the
faster response of the system generates larger tip vibration amplitude unless the system is controlled by a robust controller
which has the ability to improve the PT response and repress the tip vibration.
4.2 P-H∞ Integrated Controller for FLM system
The P-H∞ integrated controller is used to control the FLM system and tested using step input, trajectory input and under
disturbance. The results of the proposed controller with the different references are discussed in detail.
4.2.1 Controller Performance with Step Input
The proposed P-H∞ integrated controller performance is shown in Fig. 6 using step input reference. The PT response is
presented by the dash-dot blue line which demonstrates faster response in terms of the rise and settling time and also has no
over shoot and steady state error. The performance shown by the proposed controller is perfect for the PT and has noticeable
improvement compared to the closed loop response. Furthermore, the proposed P-H∞ integrated controller has a remarkable
improvement in the PT of the FLM compared to the performance of the LQR controller which has been studied in [32] and plotted
in Fig. 6 for the comparison purpose. The noticeable improvement of the proposed P-H∞ integrated controller compared to the
closed loop response without controller and the LQR performance explores the large action and influnce of the porposed
controller to the FLM system.

Fig. 5. Closed loop response without controller
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Table 4. Analysis of transient response of P-H∞ integrated controller

Tr ( s)

Controller

Ts ( s)

OS(%)

ess ( rad)

P-H∞

0.00

0.00

0.00

0.00

LQR [32]

0.1746

0.273

2.74

0.00

Table 5. Analysis of tip VS analysis of P-H∞ integrated controller with step input
Controller

Largest peak to peak (rad)

Stable Time (s)

P-H∞

0.0608

0.5

LQR [32]

0.5366

0.7

The VS of the P-H∞ integrated controller is presented by the solid red line in Fig. 6. The proposed controller is effective to
suppress the tip vibration of the FLM as the largest peak to peak amplitude is only 0.0608 radian and can eliminate the vibration
in 0.5 seconds. Usualy, the faster response of the PT generates larger amplitude of the tip vibration and takes long time to be
eliminated. However, the proposed controller has faster PT reponse and smaller amplitude of the tip vibration compared to the
closed loop response of the system without a controller and also the LQR controller. Based on this analysis, the proposed P-H∞
integrated controller is optimized for PT and effective for VS of the FLM system as it has better performance than the
performance of the LQR controller and the system closed loop response without a controller as well.
4.2.2 Controller Performance with Trajectory Input
The trajectory input is used with three pulses to evaluate the capability of the proposed P-H∞ integrated controller for PT and
VS. The step input reference is point to point movement and it is easier to be controlled. Thus, using trajectory input reference
will better explore the capability of the proposed controller. Based on the controller performance shown in Fig. 7, the proposed PH∞ integrated controller has the ability to efficiently track the trajectory reference. The amplitude of the second and third pulses is
double the ﬁrst pulse, so they generate larger amplitude of the tip vibration as demonstrated in Fig. 7 and summarized in Table 6.
Despite the amplitudes of the tip vibration that caused by the second and third pulses are double larger than the amplitude of the
tip vibration that generated by the fist pulse, the proposed P-H∞ integrated controller eliminates them in reasonable time 0.7
seconds. Overall, the performance of the controller in this case is satisfactory in both PT and VS.
4.2.3 Controller Performance with Disturbance
Any unexpected external force which negatively affects the system output is defined as a disturbance. A robust controller
should have the capability to reject disturbances’ effects to the system performance. In this case, the tip of the FLM is suddenly
displaced 0.4 radian in order to test the robustness of the proposed P-H∞ integrated controller. The robustness of the proposed
controller is evaluated by the robustness index, the smaller value of the robustness index the higher robust controller. The
robustness index is calculated based on the root mean square error (RMSE) which is explained in details in [33]. The robustness
index value of the position tacking for the proposed P-H∞ integrated controller as in Table 7 is zero which indicates the high
robustness of the controller. It means that the sudden displacement of the tip of the FLM does not displace the hub position.
Based on the performance of the proposed P-H∞ integrated controller shown in Fig. 8 and Table 8, the proposed controller has good
robustness to reject the disturbance and to eliminate the tip vibration caused by the external disturbance. Even the tip of the FLM
is suddenly displaced 0.4 radian, which is a large displacement, the P-H∞ integrated controller keeps the stability of the hub PT
without any displacement caused by the disturbance which is perfect behavior of the controller. This performance of the
proposed P-H∞ integrated controller in the presence of the disturbance shows high robustness to reject the disturbance and to
keep the system in its stable situation.

Fig. 6. The P-H∞ integrated controller performance with step input compared to the performance of LQR controller from the study in [32].
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Table 6. Analysis of tip VS analysis of P-H∞ integrated controller with trajectory input
Largest peak to peak (rad)

Stable Time (s)

First pulse
Second pulse

0.0608
0.1216

0.5
0.7

Third pulse

0.1216

0.7

Table 7. Robustness analysis of the P-H∞ integrated controller under disturbance
System status

RMSE

No disturbance

0.0021

With disturbance

0.0021

Robustness index
0

Table 8. Analysis of tip VS analysis of P-H∞ integrated controller under disturbance
Largest peak to peak (rad)

Stable Time (s)

0.02218

0.4

Fig. 7. The P-H∞ integrated controller performance with trajectory input

Fig. 8. The P-H∞ integrated controller performance in the presence of disturbance
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5. Conclusion
FLMs has received high concern in research due to their features over traditional manipulators. Thus, this research has
proposed the robust P-H∞ integrated controller to control the FLM system in terms of PT and to overcome the less position
accuracy caused by the tip vibration. The proposed P-H∞ integrated controller is evaluated to control the FLM system using step
input and trajectory input. The proposed controller is also tested for its robustness by applying external disturbance to the tip of
the FLM. In terms of PT, the proposed P-H∞ integrated controller has shown satisfactory PT either for the step input and the
trajectory reference input. It has also demonstrated high effectiveness of VS. Furthermore, the proposed controller has high
robustness based on its explored capability to reject the disturbance. The proposed controller has satisfactorily performed for PT,
VS, and disturbance rejection in simulation environment using the MATLAB/Simulink toolbox. However, the experimental
validation will be carried out in future work which is better for the validation of the proposed controller for PT, VS, and
disturbance rejection.
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